
The Iron Age marks the end of

prehistory after the Stone Age

and the Bronze Age. 
 

Throughout this research pack,

we will be exploring Iron Age

Britain, with a focus on Iron

Age in North Somerset. 

Iron Age Britain



first activity - questions
about iron age britain

1. Why is it called the Iron Age?

3. How many hill forts are there in
Britain?

2. When was the Iron Age?



4. What were the 4 main festivals? (also
write one sentence about each)



second activity -
worlebury camp (iron age

hill fort)
1. How many pits are at Worlebury?

3. When was the camp added to the
Heritage at Risk Register?

2. When was Worlebury Camp built?



4. What artefacts have been found?

5. What animal bones have been found?



third activity - the
clevedon torc (displayed

at weston museum)
1. Where was the Torc uncovered?

3. When was it originally given to the
British Museum, and by whom?

2. When was it made?



final activity - glossary

rotary quern

smithing 

We have come across lots of new words,

and we might have had to look up what

some of them mean.
 

These are 5 words you should have come

across, write the definition in these boxes! 



celts

hill fort

ard

Glossary continued...



did you know?
Here are several facts about Iron Age

Britain.
 

DId you know these facts?

Most Iron Age people worked hard and

lived on small farms, and their lives were

governed by the changing of the seasons.

Coinage was first minted in Britain around

100 BC. Coins were made of gold, silver

and bronze. 

Iron Age Britons ate porridge made of

barley and rye.



Only a quarter of children born during the

Iron Age reached adulthood. The average

life expectancy after birth was 25 years.

Iron Age Britain was famous for its hunting

dogs.

As farming became more productive, the

population began to rise.

Grain was stored in granaries or in

underground vaults. Meat or fish could be

preserved by salting or smoking.
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